
PowerHouse© 

 3-4x lifespan of Tesla/Sonnen. Expected 
25+ year life span. 20 YEAR WARRANTY!

 10x charge/discharge capacity of 
Tesla/Sonnen. Will dominate EV charging 
and VPP applications. 

 Safest, most forgiving chemistry. 

 75% lower cost of ownership than top 
brands on the market. 300-500% better 
value.

 Most environmentally friendly Battery.

 Industrial and Residential Applications.

 Full Remote monitoring and control with 
SmartNode IoT Technology.

 AI driven edge analytics – Ready for 
integrated/Independent VPP.

The intelligent, nano-engineered 
PowerHouse-LTO Battery gives you 

all the Power! 



PowerHouse©

Nano-Engineered LTO Cells
IoT + Artificial Intelligence 
SmartNode Gateway Battery

The most innovative Battery 
Energy Storage System!

# Modular “Building Blocks”
# Massively Scalable design
# Rugged / Safest Battery
# Longest Cell Life 25+ years
# 20 Year Cell Warranty
# Better for fast charging EV’s
# Much Better for VPP
# More Environmentally friendly



Safety - Protect your most 
important Assets – for Life!

 Existing Lithium-ion Batteries can have 

thermal runaway – fires and explosions.

 Daytech’s LTO battery is much safer, more 

robust chemistry with no thermal runaway.

 80% less risk of fire and explosion compared 

with existing Li-ion chemistry.

 Most ESS batteries on the market are rated 

only to 0-45degC, not ideal for Australia.

 PowerHouse-LTO can withstand harsh 

conditions, low and high temperatures (-20C 

to 60C) and lots of abuse without degrading.

 We utilize state of the art nanotechnology, 

electronics and software for higher safety 

and optimization.

Daytech’s PowerHouse LTO is far safer 
and far lower risk, there have been no 
fires or incidents ever recorded for LTO.



The Smartest Battery!

 Nano-engineered cell chemistry that lasts 4x 
longer than others!

 Leveraging Daytech’s suite of High-Tech 
IoT/AI Edge Intelligence Hardware and 
software IP.

 Remote Off-Grid Power + Automation… All-
in-one. Distributed Power and Control 
Platform.

 Grid-connected DC coupled, intelligent 
charging and discharging, multiple inverter 
integrations possible and VPP ready.

 Automatic fault diagnostics, individual 
module protection, advanced notifications.

 Daytech’s $1.3M IoT Platform allows 
extremely high level of integration.

Daytech’s “PowerHouse LTO” is not just another 
battery, it represents a significant step forward.


